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I. Introduction - Confidential Information in Patent 

Litigation 

In a patent infringement procedure, it is a big issue 

to disclose:

�Structure of defendant's products or defendant's Process

→ very serious problem

◇ Obligation to Clarify Specific Circumstances 

◇ Order for Submission of Documents

・ In Camera Proceeding

◇ Confidentiality Protective Orders 

◇ Suspension of Open Examination of Parties

�Commercial documents of defendant for calculating damage

→ not serious problem

◇ Court obtains information for calculating damage  

usually through instructions in practice.
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II. Restrictions on Inspection to Preserve

Confidential Information (1/5)

Restriction on Access to Case Record

�Case record is generally open to the public.

�However the court may limit the persons who can access a 
part of the case record to the both parties,

�if the case record contains confidential information about a 
private life or trade secret of the party.

�Restriction above is ordered by the court in family cases (e.g. 
divorce cases), unfair competition cases (theft of trade secrets) 
and IP infringement cases.

�In patent infringement litigation, restriction above is 
frequently requested by defendant and ordered by the court.
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II. Restrictions on Inspection to Preserve

Confidential Information (2/5)

Cord of Civil Procedure

� Article 92

(Restrictions on Inspection to Preserve Confidential 

Information)

(1) If the party to a case makes a prima facie showing of the 

following grounds, the court, at the petition of said party, may 

rule to limit the persons that may request to inspect or copy the 

part of said case record in which the relevant confidential 

information is entered or recorded, that may request to be 

issued an authenticated copy, transcript, or extract of that part 

of the case record, or that may request to reproduce that part 

of the case record (hereinafter referred to as "Inspection, etc. 

of the Confidential Portion") to the parties to the case:
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II. Restrictions on Inspection to Preserve

Confidential Information (3/5)

Cord of Civil Procedure

� Article 92

(i) a material piece of confidential information about the 

private life of a party is entered or recorded in the case record, 

and a third party's Inspection, etc. of the Confidential Portion of 

the case record would be substantially detrimental to that 

party's social life;

(ii) a trade secret (meaning a trade secret as prescribed in 

Article 2, paragraph (6) of the Unfair Competition Prevention 

Act; the same applies in Article 132-2, paragraph (1), item (iii) 

or paragraph (2)) being kept by a party to the case has been 

entered or recorded in the case record.
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II. Restrictions on Inspection to Preserve

Confidential Information (4/5)

Cord of Civil Procedure

� Article 92

(2) Once a petition as referred to in the preceding paragraph 

has been filed, a third party may not request for Inspection, etc. 

of the Confidential Portion of the case record until a judicial 

decision on the petition becomes final and binding.

(3) A third party seeking to file a request for Inspection, etc. of 

the Confidential Portion of a case record may file a petition with 

the court of record, to revoke the ruling set forth in paragraph 

(1), on the grounds that any requirement prescribed in said 

paragraph has not been met or is no longer being met.
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II. Restrictions on Inspection to Preserve

Confidential Information (5/5)

Cord of Civil Procedure

� Article 92

(4) An immediate appeal may be filed against a judicial 

decision dismissing the petition set forth in paragraph (1) 

without prejudice and against a judicial decision on the petition 

set forth in the preceding paragraph.

(5) A judicial decision revoking a ruling as referred to in 

paragraph (1) does not come into force unless it becomes final 

and binding.
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III. Definition of Trade Secret 

Unfair Competition Prevention Act

� Article 2

(Definitions)

(6) The term "Trade Secret" as used in this Act means 

technical or business information useful for business 

activities, such as manufacturing or marketing methods, 

that are kept secret and that are not publicly known.
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IV. Disclosure of Structure of Product or Process 

at Issue (1/2)

Disclosure of Structure of Product or Process at Issue

�Patent Act Article 104-2 (Obligation to Clarify Specific 

Circumstances) and Article 105 (Order for Submission of 

Documents) 

�In the cases stipulated in the articles above, the court obtains 

information about the structure of the product (process) at 

issue through instructions.

◇ Patent holder requests an order for submission of     

documents.    

◇ Court orders defendant to submit documents and   

examines the documents through an in camera 

proceeding (excluding patent holder’s eye)
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IV. Disclosure of Structure of Product or Process 

at Issue (2/2)

Disclosure of Structure of Product or Process at Issue 

◇ Court suggests that defendant should disclose a part of 

the structure (e.g. submission of documents with partial 

masking). 

◇ Defendant submits documents about the structure of the  

product with partial masking.

◇ Court dismisses a request for order for submission of  

documents because such documents are no longer 

necessary.       
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V. Obligation to Clarify Specific Circumstances 

Patent Act

� Article 104-2

(Obligation to Clarify Specific Circumstances)

In litigation involving the infringement of a patent or violation of 

an exclusive license, if the adverse party denies the 

specific circumstances of the thing that the patentee or 

exclusive licensee asserts to be the infringing article or 

process, the adverse party must clarify the specific 

circumstances of the adverse party's own action; provided, 

however, that this does not apply if there are reasonable 

grounds for the adverse party not being able to clarify 

these.
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VI. Order for Submission of Documents (1/4)

Patent Act

� Article 105

(Order for Submission of Documents)

(1) In litigation involving the infringement of a patent or the 

violation of an exclusive license, the court , at the motion 

of a party, may order a party to submit documents that are 

needed to prove the infringement or to calculate the 

damages caused by the infringement; provided, however, 

that this does not apply if the person in possession of the 

document has a legitimate reason for refusing to submit 

them.
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VI. Order for Submission of Documents (2/4)

Patent Act

� Article 105

(2) If the court finds it to be necessary in order to determine 

whether a party has a legitimate reason as provided in the 

proviso to the preceding paragraph, the court may have 

the person in possession of the documents present them. 

In this case, no person may request the disclosure of a 

document so presented.
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VI. Order for Submission of Documents (3/4)

Patent Act

� Article 105

(3) In the case referred to in the preceding paragraph, when 

the court finds that it is necessary disclose a document 

referred to in the second sentence of the preceding 

paragraph and hear opinions as to whether a party has a 

legitimate reason as provided in the proviso to paragraph 

(1), the court may disclose the documents to the parties, 

etc. (meaning the parties (or, if a party is a corporation, its 

agents) other parties' agents (other than litigation 

representatives and assistants in court), employees and 

other workers; the same applies hereinafter), their 

litigation representatives, or their assistants in court.
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VI. Order for Submission of Documents (4/4)

Patent Act

� Article 105

(4) The preceding three paragraphs apply mutatis mutandis to 

the presentation of the object of any inspection that is 

necessary for proving the relevant infringement in litigation 

involving the infringement of a patent or exclusive license.
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VII. Confidentiality Protective Orders (1/4)

Confidentiality Protective Orders

�Patent Act Article 105-4 (Confidentiality Protective Orders) 

is hardly used in practice,

�because a procedure regarding confidentiality protective 

order gives the party (patent holder) and court heavy burdens 

and stresses.

�Court may give an order to attorneys and assistants only 

(i.e., excluding a party (or, if a party is a corporation, its 

representatives), other parties' agents, employees and other 

workers). However court usually gives an order not only to 

attorneys and assistants but also to parties' employees and 

other workers. 
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VII. Confidentiality Protective Orders (2/4)

Patent Act

� Article 105-4

(Confidentiality Protective Orders)

(1) In litigation involving the infringement of a patent or 

violation of an exclusive license, if a prima-facie showing 

is made that a proprietary trade secrets (meaning a trade 

secrets provided in Article 2, paragraph (6) of the Unfair 

Competition Prevention Act (Act No. 47 of 1993); the 

same applies hereinafter) of the party in question falls 

under both of the following circumstances, the court at 

motion of the party, may issue a ruling ordering the 

relevant parties, etc., litigation representative, and 

assistants in court use the trade secrets for any purpose 

other than conducting the litigation in question, 
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VII. Confidentiality Protective Orders (3/4)

Patent Act

� Article 105-4

and not to disclose the trade secrets to any person other than 

those one that is subject to an order as under this paragraph in 

respect of that trade secret; provided, however, that this does 

not apply if a party, etc., litigation representative, or assistants 

in court acquires or gains , possession of the trade secrets 

before that motion is filed, by means other than perusal of the 

brief provided for in item (i) or the examination or disclosure of 

evidence as provided in that item:
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VII. Confidentiality Protective Orders (4/4)

Patent Act

� Article 105-4

(i) a proprietary trade secrets of the party is detailed in a brief 

that has already been submitted or that is to be submitted, 

or such a trade secret is included in evidence that has 

already been examined that is to be examined (including 

documents disclosed pursuant to Article 105, paragraph 

(3) or Article 105-7, paragraph (4)); and

(ii) the use of a trade secret as referred to in the preceding item 

for a purpose other than conducting the litigation in 

question ,or the disclosure of such a trade secret, would 

be likely to hinder the business activities of the party that 

are based on that trade secrets, and it is necessary to 

restrict their use or disclosure in order to prevent such 

hindrance.
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VIII. Suspension of Open Examination of Parties

(1/5)

� Patent Act Article 105-7 (Suspension of Open Examination 
of Parties)

� This provision is very rarely used.
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VIII. Suspension of Open Examination of Parties  

(2/5)

Patent Act

� Article 105-7

(Suspension of Open Examination of Parties)

(1) If a party, etc., to litigation involving the infringement of a 

patent right or violation of an exclusive license will be 

questioned as a direct party to the case, statutory agent or 

as a witness, with regard to matters that will form the basis 

for the determining whether or not the infringement or 

violation has occurred but that falls under the category of a 

proprietary trade secrets of a party, and if, with the 

unanimous accord of all judges, the court finds that the 

party, etc. will be unable to offer a sufficient statements 

about the matters due to the significant harm that would 

clearly befall those of the party, etc. ,
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VIII. Suspension of Open Examination of Parties 

(3/5)

Patent Act

� Article 105-7

the business activities that are based on the trade secrets as a 

result of the party, etc. offering a statement, about the matter in 

open court and that in the absence of such a statement and 

based on other evidence alone the court cannot reach a proper 

judicial decision as to whether the patent has determination of 

whether the exclusive license has been violated, since the 

court's determination of whether this has occurred needs to be 

based on the matter the court may rule not to conduct the 

questioning with regard to the matter in open court, and 

conduct that questioning in camera.
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VIII. Suspension of Open Examination of Parties  

(4/5)

Patent Act

� Article 105-7

(2) The court must hear the opinions of the parties, etc. before 

issuing the ruling referred to in the preceding paragraph.

(3) In a case as referred to in the preceding paragraph, if the 

court finds it to be necessary, it may have a party, etc. 

present a document giving the gist of the matters with 

regard to which the party ,etc. would offer a statement. In 

this case, no person may request the disclosure of a 

document so presented.
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VIII. Suspension of Open Examination of Parties 

(5/5)

Patent Act

� Article 105-7

(4) If the court finds it to be necessary to disclose a document 

as referred to in the second sentence of the preceding 

paragraph, so as to hear the opinion a party, etc., litigation 

representative, or assistant in court, the court may 

disclose the document to the person.

(5) If questioning with regard to certain matters is to be held in 

camera pursuant to paragraph (1), the court must so 

declare and indicate its reasons for doing so prior to 

having the public leave the courtroom. Upon completion of 

questioning with regard to those matters, the court must 

allow the public to re-enter the courtroom.
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IX. Disclosure of Commercial Documents for 

Calculating Damage

� Disclosure of commercial documents of defendant for 
calculating damage

→ not serious problem,

� because court already found patent infringement by the 
defendant, and commercial information of infringer‘s product 
is not a real trade secret deserving protection.

◇ Court obtains information for calculating damage  

usually through instructions in practice.

◇ Court orders defendant to submit documents, if defendant

does not submit documents with partial masking.

・In camera proceeding is used

◇ Confidentiality protective order is not used in practice.

◇ Suspension of Open Examination of Parties = not used



Number of Intellectual Property Cases Commenced and Disposed, 

and Average Time Intervals From Commencement to Disposition

(Courts of First Instance : All District courts )
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Above figures are reported by the Administrative Bureau of Supreme Court of Japan.



Number of Intellectual Property Appeal Cases Commenced and 

Disposed, and Average Time Intervals From Commencement to 

Disposition(Courts of Second Instance : All High courts)
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Above figures are reported by the Administrative Bureau of Supreme Court of Japan.



Number of Intellectual Property Appeal Cases Commenced and Disposed, 

and Average Time Intervals From Commencement to Disposition

Courts of Second Instance : Intellectual Property High Court
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Above figures are reported by the Administrative Bureau of Supreme Court of Japan.



Number of Suits Against Decision of JPO Commenced and Disposed, 

and Average Time Intervals From Commencement to Disposition
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Above figures are reported by the Administrative Bureau of Supreme Court of Japan.
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Thank you for your attention!

Ryoichi MIMURA
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E-mail: ryoichi_mimura@noandt.com
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Section 140c German Patent Act
(1) Any person who with sufficient likelihood uses a patented invention […] may be sued […] for production of  a 
document or inspection of  an item which lies in his control or of  a process which is the subject-matter of  the 
patent if  this is necessary for the purpose of  establishing the claims […]. Where there is sufficient likelihood of  a 
legal infringement being committed on a commercial scale, the claim shall extend to the production of  bank, 
financial or commercial documents. If  the alleged infringer asserts that the information concerned is confidential, 
the court shall take the measures necessary to ensure the specific protection required in an individual case.

(2) The claim in accordance with subsection (1) shall be ruled out if  such a claim is disproportionate in an 
individual case.

(3) The obligation to produce a document or to acquiesce to the inspection of  an item may
be imposed by means of  an injunction […]. The court shall take the measures necessary to ensure the protection 
of  confidential information. This shall in particular apply to those cases where the injunction is issued without 
giving a prior hearing to the opposing party.

(4) […]

(5) If  there was no infringement or no risk of  infringement, the alleged infringer may claim compensation for the 
damage caused to him by the production or inspection sought in accordance with subsection (1) from the person 
who sought the production or inspection.
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� Right to inspection is necessary where the device/method used

by opponent and which might fall under the patent is not

publicly available

� Reason: Under German procedural law a claim has to be

sufficiently substantiated in facts from the outset and Claimant

will have to proof that Defendant makes use of the patent once

contested

→ filing a claim without sufficient knowledge is too risky
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� Inspection bears risk that alleged infringer designed around and

kept his solution as a trade secret; moreover Claimant might get

hold of other information while „sneaking around“ in

Defendants premises.

� Right to inspection might even be ordered in ex-parte-

proceedings by court: no possibility to hide away or destroy

evidence, but also no chance to protect trade secrets.
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� Legislator left the appropriate measures to be taken to the courts

� Right to inspection is only granted where weighing of likelihood

of infringement, validity of patent, lack of other proof on the

side of Claimant and possible violation of trade secrets still

demands for the application to be granted
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� Has to be assessed on the particular circumstances of the case:

Claimant has to present sufficient facts why opponent with

reasonable likelihood makes use of patent

� Right to inspection is not only available where getting

knowledge of the relevant facts otherwise is impossible but also

where disproportionate measures would have to be taken

� However: validity of patent is prerequisite, problematic only

where patent revoked or high likelihood of revocation is

obvious otherwise
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Once sufficient likelihood was found court order contains 

measures for protection of  trade secrets esp. in ex-parte 

proceedings:

� limitation of  scope of  right to an inspection: no search order; limited to the premises 

relevant to possible infringement 

� limitation of  group of  persons: not Claimant himself, only expert accompanied by designated 

attorney/patent attorney of  Claimant (only in exceptional cases: assistants which are not bound 

by professional standards; never: secretary of  legal counsel/interns)

� inspection may be postponed for regularly up to two hours so that Defendant may 

consult his legal counsel to attend the inspection
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Once sufficient likelihood was found court order contains 

measures for protection of  trade secrets esp. in ex-parte 

proceedings:

� confidentiality obligation imposed on legal counsel and expert:

� no direct contact of  expert with Claimant and third parties (eg interveners),

� no exchange of  legal counsel with client on facts which have only come to light in 

the course of  the inspection or are contained in the expert report (unless 

confidentiality obligation is lifted later on and report is send to him by the court)
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(once sufficient likelihood was found and inspection has taken place)

Court decides on access to export report

� Expert report is sent to the court only

� Court furnishes Defendant with a copy and sets a date until which Defendant 
may put forward grounds why expert report should either not at all or only in 
parts (which are then blacked-out) be made available to Claimant; burden of  
proof  that trade secrets are concerned lies with Defendant
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(once sufficient likelihood was found and inspection has taken place)

Court decides on access to export report

� Claimant should then ask the court to send the expert report to his legal counsel only 

and not to him. As legal counsel is bound by the confidentiality obligation imposed 

upon him by the court order, he may argue why Defendants concerns are unfounded

→ Final decision lies with the court if  and to what extent expert report is made 

available to Claimant and if  the confidentiality obligation of  its legal 

counsel is lifted 
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Court decision:

� If  patent infringement is found, access to report is usually granted, interests of  

Claimant prevail.

� If  no infringement is found, report is not made available to Claimant, if  there are 

trade secrets concerned.

� In cases of  doubt: oral hearing with exclusion of  Claimant, only legal counsel present, 

exclusion of  public possible.

Court decision may be challenged – report is not made available before res iudicata.
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Do the same restrictions apply to the main infringement 

proceedings which follow and are based upon the 

information gathered in the course of  the inspection?

Disputed…

� Public and (according to some authors) Claimant may be 

excluded from hearing.

� Judgement may be rendered in two versions: restricted version 

for Claimant and full version for legal counsel and appellate 

court (also disputed).
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“Directive (EU) 2016/943 of  the European Parliament and of  the 

Council of  8 June 2016 on the protection of  undisclosed know-

how and business information (trade secrets) against their unlawful 

acquisition, use and disclosure” 

� has to be transformed into German law

� July 2018: Government draft published
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Art.9 Directive

Member States shall ensure that the parties, their lawyers or other

representatives, court officials, witnesses, experts and any other

person participating in legal proceedings relating to the unlawful

acquisition, use or disclosure of a trade secret, or who has access to

documents which form part of those legal proceedings, are not

permitted to use or disclose any trade secret or alleged trade secret

which the competent judicial authorities have, in response to a duly

reasoned application by an interested party, identified as

confidential and of which they have become aware as a result of

such participation or access.
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Directive does not encompass possible trade secret disclosure in 

the course of  IP rights infringement proceedings

see also reason (24) of  the directive

German government draft as of  July 2018 does also not extend 

beyond proceedings where the trade secret as such is the substance 

matter

� no direct consequences for patent infringement proceedings
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Section 19 German draft:

Court may limit the presence of  persons in the oral hearing upon 

motion of  a party to a limited number of  persons and may limit 

the access to those parts of  the files, which contain trade secrets.

But: weighing of  right to be heard vs protection of  trade secrets

At least one natural person of  each party has to be allowed to the 

oral hearing and get access to the files. The same applies to further 

main parties but not to interveners.
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� It may become more difficult to argue that the party should be 

excluded in follow-up proceedings after inspection has taken 

place and where its results are used in infringement proceedings.

Reason:

If  the party even is allowed in proceedings where the trade 

secret is the core of  the proceedings, this may all the more apply 

to proceedings where the substance matter is an alleged  IP 

infringement and trade secrets may only suffer “collateral 

damage”.
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collection procedures in Japan collection procedures in Japan collection procedures in Japan collection procedures in Japan 
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1. Research and evidence collection before filing lawsuits

2. Filing lawsuits

3. Arranging issues to specify infringement acts

5. Court’s finding of infringement

Research by themselves,

Evidence collection procedures before filing lawsuits 

Obligation to clarify the specific conditions 

Orders for submission of documentation

(In camera procedures are available)
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4. Examination of evidence to prove infringement

1111----1. Litigation procedures and evidence 1. Litigation procedures and evidence 1. Litigation procedures and evidence 1. Litigation procedures and evidence 

collection procedures in Japan collection procedures in Japan collection procedures in Japan collection procedures in Japan 
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1111----2.2.2.2. Systems for protection of trade secretsSystems for protection of trade secretsSystems for protection of trade secretsSystems for protection of trade secrets
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Evidence collection Evidence collection Evidence collection Evidence collection 

proceduresproceduresproceduresprocedures

SystemsSystemsSystemsSystems for protection of trade for protection of trade for protection of trade for protection of trade 

secretssecretssecretssecrets

Evidence collection 

procedures before filing 

lawsuits 

Not mandatory 

No provisions about protection

Preservation of evidence
Not mandatory

No provisions about protection

Obligation to clarify the 

specific conditions 
Shall not apply where there exists considerable 

grounds/ Protective Order

Orders for submission of 

documentation
Shall not apply where there exists no necessity 

or does reasonable grounds/ Protective Order

Motion for Seal against the third parties

1-2. Systems for protection of trade secrets
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2. Details2. Details2. Details2. Details
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2222----1. Preservation of evidence1. Preservation of evidence1. Preservation of evidence1. Preservation of evidence
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2222----1. Preservation of evidence1. Preservation of evidence1. Preservation of evidence1. Preservation of evidence

～～～～Usage situationsUsage situationsUsage situationsUsage situations～～～～

• Rarely used

2013201320132013 2014201420142014 2015201520152015

Filings 9 5 1

Orders 4 2 0

• In most cases, judges go to a place where the 

object is located. 

* One case is a patent infringement case. 

Infringe?

� �� �� �� �



2222----1. Preservation of evidence1. Preservation of evidence1. Preservation of evidence1. Preservation of evidence

～～～～Consideration of trade secretsConsideration of trade secretsConsideration of trade secretsConsideration of trade secrets～～～～
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ConsiderationConsiderationConsiderationConsideration of protection of of protection of of protection of of protection of 

trade secretstrade secretstrade secretstrade secrets

InsufficiencyInsufficiencyInsufficiencyInsufficiency in protection ofin protection ofin protection ofin protection of

trade secrets trade secrets trade secrets trade secrets 

When the party argues trade 

secrets, the court tends to deny 

preservation of evidence?

Protective order shall not apply

The court often considers trade 

secrets to limit targets to be 

preserved. 

Difficult to compromise with 

witness rights of applicants. 

The party can refuse entrance to 

factories or submission of the 

object based on trade secrets. 

Once the party cooperates with 

preservation, it becomes difficult 

to properly protect trade secrets.

Trade 

secrets



2222----1. Preservation of evidence1. Preservation of evidence1. Preservation of evidence1. Preservation of evidence

～～～～Impressions by the partiesImpressions by the partiesImpressions by the partiesImpressions by the parties～～～～

• Difficult to overcome the requirement of 

likelihood of manipulation

• Not mandatory

• IP departments of the Tokyo or Osaka District 

Court tend to examine the applications more 

strictly than other district courts?
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2222----2. Orders for submission of documentation2. Orders for submission of documentation2. Orders for submission of documentation2. Orders for submission of documentation

～～～～Outline of systemOutline of systemOutline of systemOutline of system～～～～

Japanese Patent Act Article 105(1)

In litigation concerning the infringement of a patent right or 

exclusive license, the court may, upon a motion of a party, order the 

other party to produce documents that are required to prove the 

said act of infringement or to calculate the damage arising from the 

said act of infringement; provided, however, that this shall not apply 

where there are reasonable grounds for the person possessing the 

documents to refuse production of the said documents.

Necessity No reasonable grounds

• 50 filings per year in IP departments of the Tokyo District Court 

(cf. 330 cases newly received per year)

• Number of filings for proof of infringement and of filings for 

damage calculation are almost the same. 
65



• Orders also target documents including trade secrets.

• Accused party can file for protective order. 

• Accused party can avoid orders based on reasonable 

grounds. 

• Court compares required protection level of trade 

secrets and necessity as exhibits

• Accused party needs to show not only existence of 

trade secrets but also unavoidable disadvantages that 

would occur even with protective order.

2222----2. Orders for submission of documentation2. Orders for submission of documentation2. Orders for submission of documentation2. Orders for submission of documentation

～～～～Outline of systemOutline of systemOutline of systemOutline of system～～～～
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• Applicants need to prima facie show reasonable doubts of 

infringement to the extent of denying doubts of fishing expeditions. 

• Court issued order for proof of infringement only in two cases. In 

most cases, the court denied the necessity requirement.

• About 30% of filings were withdrawn. Reasons were that the 

opposing party voluntarily submitted documents, or the court 

recommended withdrawal due to lack of the necessity. 

Necessity Court tends to deny the necessity to 

prevent fishing expeditions.

2222----2. Orders for submission of documentation2. Orders for submission of documentation2. Orders for submission of documentation2. Orders for submission of documentation

～～～～Proof of infringementProof of infringementProof of infringementProof of infringement～～～～
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• When court finds non-infringement through in camera 

procedures, court would determine reasonable grounds.

No reasonable grounds



2222----3. In camera procedures3. In camera procedures3. In camera procedures3. In camera procedures
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2222----3. In camera procedures3. In camera procedures3. In camera procedures3. In camera procedures

～～～～2018 Patent Act amendment2018 Patent Act amendment2018 Patent Act amendment2018 Patent Act amendment～～～～
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Rarely used. 
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2222----4. Protective Order4. Protective Order4. Protective Order4. Protective Order
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2222----4. Protective order4. Protective order4. Protective order4. Protective order

～～～～Usage situationsUsage situationsUsage situationsUsage situations～～～～

71

2005200520052005 2006200620062006 2007200720072007 2008200820082008 2009200920092009 2010201020102010 2011201120112011 2012201220122012 2013201320132013 2014201420142014 2015201520152015 TotalTotalTotalTotal

Filings 0 1 0 4 5 4 4 8 5 3 3 37

Orders 0 1 0 1 3 1 3 5 4 2 1 21

Dismissal 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

Withdrawal, 

etc.
0 0 0 1 1 3 1 2 1 1 2 12

＜Transition of number of PO cases in the Tokyo District Court＞

• Criminal charges can be imposed on the violation.

• Since issuance of POs puts large burden on the court and 

the parties, they usually seek NDA or motion for seal, etc. at 

first.

There are just few cases where the court issued PO.There are just few cases where the court issued PO.There are just few cases where the court issued PO.There are just few cases where the court issued PO.



2222----4. Protective order4. Protective order4. Protective order4. Protective order
～～～～Pharmaceutical patent case where the court issued POPharmaceutical patent case where the court issued POPharmaceutical patent case where the court issued POPharmaceutical patent case where the court issued PO～～～～
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• Test items and methods

• Test data and analysis results

• Apparatus, operation methods, and test practitioners, etc.

Written application for import approval of generic drug

• The information falls within trade secrets

• Restrictions on use and disclosure are required.

• Disclosure facilitates manufacturing and sales or 

acquisition of market approval for competitive drugs 

by competitors.

• Few companies have know-hows of producing 

biological generic drugs  



2222----4. Protective order4. Protective order4. Protective order4. Protective order

～～～～Problems in practiceProblems in practiceProblems in practiceProblems in practice～～～～

• POs can be issued also in preliminary injunction cases.

• Technical sessions need to be held carefully. 

• Difficult to watch compliance of POs

• In seeking criminal charges, secrets are disclosed in 

criminal lawsuits?

Neutral technical advisors incur contamination risks

Employees of the party can attend the sessions?

Use of secrets inside factories, improvement based 

on secrets, use of secrets in foreign countries
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2222----4. Protective order4. Protective order4. Protective order4. Protective order

～～～～Attorney’s practiceAttorney’s practiceAttorney’s practiceAttorney’s practice～～～～

• How to describe trade secrets in briefs

• How to communicate in hearing dates in the court 

• When employees receive POs, keep contact information 

regardless of their transfer and retirement

� Describe indirectly

� Draft and submit briefs only with addresses of PO

� Describe trade secrets in separate sheets

� Avoid oral communications of secrets

� Not accompany employees
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• Employees receive POs

• External experts receive POs

• Patent attorneys receive POs

PO

� Risk of contamination

� Risk of violating POs issued in the U.S.

� External experts can receive POs under current 

provisions? (no examples were found)

� Introducing by Act amendment is considered.

� Impact on prosecution business in the special field

2222----4. Protective order4. Protective order4. Protective order4. Protective order

～～～～Scope of addresseesScope of addresseesScope of addresseesScope of addressees～～～～
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2222----4. Protective order4. Protective order4. Protective order4. Protective order

～～～～NDANDANDANDA～～～～

The court and the parties discuss NDAs before POs.

Amount of penalties

Target of trade secrets

Recipients of secrets

• Penalties in case 

of negligence

• Cooperation by 

the third party

• Confidentiality obligations

• Prohibition of use for other 

purposes

• Exempted information

• Duration of obligations

• Penalties

• Attorney’s eyes only
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2222----4. Protective order4. Protective order4. Protective order4. Protective order

～～～～Users’ requestsUsers’ requestsUsers’ requestsUsers’ requests～～～～

PartiesPartiesPartiesParties disclosing trade secretsdisclosing trade secretsdisclosing trade secretsdisclosing trade secrets

Can disclose secrets to the opposing parties under POs 11

Can disclose secrets to the opposing parties under NDAs 12

Can disclose secrets to attorneys of the opposing parties 

under POs
56

Can disclose secrets to attorneys of the opposing parties 

under NDAs
21

Can disclose secrets to the third parties under POs 19

Can disclose secrets only to the judges 104

Cannot discloses secrets at all 14
77



2222----4. Protective order4. Protective order4. Protective order4. Protective order

～～～～Users’ requestsUsers’ requestsUsers’ requestsUsers’ requests～～～～

PartiesPartiesPartiesParties receiving trade secretsreceiving trade secretsreceiving trade secretsreceiving trade secrets

Accept POs for inspection 53

Accept NDAs for inspection 57

Can entrust inspection to their attorneys under POs 65

Can entrust inspection to their attorneys under NDAs 49

Can entrust inspection to the third parties under POs 17

Can entrust inspection only to the judges 32

Deny inspection at all 1
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2222----5. Motion for Seal5. Motion for Seal5. Motion for Seal5. Motion for Seal
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2222----5. Motion for Seal5. Motion for Seal5. Motion for Seal5. Motion for Seal
～～～～Problems in practice Problems in practice Problems in practice Problems in practice （（（（U.S. discoveryU.S. discoveryU.S. discoveryU.S. discovery）～）～）～）～

Requirements 

1. The district court of the district in which a person 

resides or is found

2. for use in a proceeding in a foreign or international 

tribunal

3. request made, by a foreign or international tribunal or 

upon the application of any interested person

USC28 §1782

Evidence collection system for foreign lawsuits through U.S. 

discovery
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3. Problems of current systems3. Problems of current systems3. Problems of current systems3. Problems of current systems
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3333----1. Discussions on Act amendment1. Discussions on Act amendment1. Discussions on Act amendment1. Discussions on Act amendment
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3333----1. Discussions on Act amendment1. Discussions on Act amendment1. Discussions on Act amendment1. Discussions on Act amendment

• Orders for submission of documentation

� Expansion of in camera procedures

� Participation of neutral experts having confidentiality obligation

Current systems are insufficient for evidence collection procedures

for patent infringement lawsuits.

• Evidence collection procedures before filing lawsuits

• Preservation of evidence

� Mandatory systems are considered

� To compromise with protection of trade secrets, patentees 

should not directly contact secrets in collecting evidence. 

Consider introduction of inspection system in Germany
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• Orders for submission of documentation

3333----1. Discussions on Act amendment1. Discussions on Act amendment1. Discussions on Act amendment1. Discussions on Act amendment

～～～～Amendment realizedAmendment realizedAmendment realizedAmendment realized～～～～

2018 Patent Act amendment

� Expansion of in camera procedures

� Participation of neutral experts having confidentiality obligation
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Inspector
Inspection

Report

• Selection of inspectors

• Implementation of inspection

• Usage of reports

• Means to prevent abuse

Problems

3333----1. Discussions on Act amendment1. Discussions on Act amendment1. Discussions on Act amendment1. Discussions on Act amendment

～～～～Amendment postponed (inspection)Amendment postponed (inspection)Amendment postponed (inspection)Amendment postponed (inspection)～～～～

Appointment

Technical experts

having confidentiality obligation
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Reasons for postponement

3333----1. Discussions on Act amendment1. Discussions on Act amendment1. Discussions on Act amendment1. Discussions on Act amendment

～～～～Amendment postponed (inspection)Amendment postponed (inspection)Amendment postponed (inspection)Amendment postponed (inspection)～～～～

• Importance in protection of trade secrets

…leakage of secrets, abuse of inspections, fishing expeditions, etc.

• Lack of provisions stipulating right to claim inspection

(corresponding to BGB809 in Germany)

• Existence of alternative procedures

…observation, expert testimony

Directions in the future
Partly realized in 

2018 Amendment

• Participation of neutral technical experts in evidence collection 

procedures
� Participation of neutral technical experts in determining requirements of 

orders for submission of documentation

� Confidentiality obligation on expert witnesses in expert testimony upon 

observation



3333----2. Protection of trade secrets in case of 2. Protection of trade secrets in case of 2. Protection of trade secrets in case of 2. Protection of trade secrets in case of 

method invention method invention method invention method invention 
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3333----2. Protection of trade secrets in case of  2. Protection of trade secrets in case of  2. Protection of trade secrets in case of  2. Protection of trade secrets in case of  

method method method method invention invention invention invention 

88

• Obligation to clarify the specific conditions

→The accused party will incur larger disadvantages if forced to 

disclose trade secrets to carry out the obligation. 

Process B

Disclose? Process C

Process A

• Orders for submission of documentation

→The accused party needs to disclose the whole processes to 

rebut infringement?

→Through in camera procedures expanded in 2018 amendment, 

the court can appropriately restrict scopes of disclosure.

Patented 

method
Disclose

Disclose?



3333----3. Protection of trade secrets in filing 3. Protection of trade secrets in filing 3. Protection of trade secrets in filing 3. Protection of trade secrets in filing 

patent term extensionpatent term extensionpatent term extensionpatent term extension
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Previous practice

3333----3. Protection of trade secrets in filing PTE3. Protection of trade secrets in filing PTE3. Protection of trade secrets in filing PTE3. Protection of trade secrets in filing PTE

～～～～motion for sealmotion for sealmotion for sealmotion for seal～～～～

Materials describing reasons for PTE

Applicants themselves 

redact trade secrets.  

Applications sometimes faced refusal because 

JPO examiners could not see necessary parts. 

• JPO restricts inspection when applicants assert trade secrets.

• Applicants can still redact trade secrets. 

• Claimants seeking invalidation trial in JPO can inspect materials 

to a necessary extent.

• JPO restricts inspection only to materials describing reasons for 

PTE.
90
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Current situations

Problems

3333----3. Protection of trade secrets in filing PTE3. Protection of trade secrets in filing PTE3. Protection of trade secrets in filing PTE3. Protection of trade secrets in filing PTE

～～～～Current situations and problemsCurrent situations and problemsCurrent situations and problemsCurrent situations and problems～～～～

• Applicants also redact the opinions, not disclose the whole part.

• Applicants redact almost all the descriptions both in low 

molecular weight drugs and biological drugs.  

• Since claimants seeking invalidation trials in JPO cannot 

inspect materials before filing the trials, they have difficulty 

determining whether to file the trials. 

• The accused party has difficulty incorporating prosecution 

history of PTE in rebutting the scope of extended patent right.



Thank you for your attention. Thank you for your attention. Thank you for your attention. Thank you for your attention. 
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Thank you for your attention.

Please send your questions 

to the following addresses.

abe@abe-law.com

HP http://www.abe-law.com/
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Ericsson at a glance

45,000

23,700 55,000 

1 billion

100,735 

Subscribers 
managed by us

Services professionals Employees R&D Employees

Patents 201,3 B. SEK Net Sales

Full year 2017 figures

Networks
Highly scalable, modular 
platforms offering lowest 
total cost of ownership, 
best user experience in 
4G and leadership 
in 5G

Digital Services
Digitalise service 
providers through cloud 
and automation, providing 
cost efficient cloud native 
solutions in Core and 
OSS/BSS

Managed Services
Long lasting cost 
efficient performance 
through smart 
automation, analytics 
and business 
practice

Emerging business
Innovating new 
sources of revenue 
for our customers, 
e.g. in IoT and new 
partnership based 
services
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TYPICALLY DISCUSSED IN NEGOTIATIONS:

▪ Collaboration agreements

▪ Past sales information, 

▪ Sales forecasts, 

▪ Proprietary claim charts if standard essential patents (SEPs), 

▪ Geographic distribution of future sales,

▪ Non standard essential patents

▪ etc

Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA)
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Non Disclosure Agreements (NDAs)

„to protect the commercial interests of both potential licensor and 
potential licensee during an Essential IPR licensing negotiation”. 
“this general practice is not challenged”

See ETSI Guide on Intellectual Property Rights, September 2013, Section 4.4.

“a lot of the prospective licensees are hesitant about disclosing their 
business models, financial details etc. without an assurance that 
such disclosures would remain confidential and therefore prefer to 
have a NDA in place during the negotiation of a FRAND license””

Telefonaktiebolaget Lm Ericsson v. Lava International Ltd , New Delhi High Court, CS(OS) No.764/2015, 10 June 2016.
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Germany – Refusal to sign nda

The SEP holder must make a FRAND offer, even if the SEP user refuses to sign a Non-
Disclosure Agreement (NDA)

“The unjust refusal of the licensee to enter into a non-disclosure commitment, leads, at most,
to easing the claimant’s burden to provide the defendant with explanations regarding the
justification of its licensing conditions, to the extend (and not beyond!) that this is required for
protecting its justified confidentiality interests.”
Higher District Court Düsseldorf, 18 July 2017, Case No. I-2 U 23/17 (para. 33)

However, SEP holder‘s offer only „merely indicative observations“

The SEP holder must request the SEP user to sign an NDA as soon as possible, usually along
with the notification of infringement

Sisvel v ZTE, District Court Düsseldorf, 13 July 2017, Case No. 4a O 27/16 (paras. 412 et seq.)
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OTHER JURISDICTIONS –
REFUSAL TO SIGN NDA

▪ CHINA: Refusal while requesting detailed claim charts = Sign of 

unwillingness = injunction
Xi’an China IWNcomm Co., Ltd. (IWNcomm) v. Sony Mobile Communications (China) Co. Ltd. (Sony), 

Beijing Intellectual Property Court (BIPC), 22 March 2017.

▪ INDIA: Refusal while “no step or shown any interest for the purpose 

of execution of the FRAND Agreement” = injunction
Telefonaktiebolaget Lm Ericsson v iBall, 2. Sept. 2015, New Delhi High Court, CS (OS) No. 2501/2015
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Why confidentiality clauses in licensing agreements?

To avoid access to sensitive information of the licensee to competitors such 

as:

▪ business plans of the parties, 

▪ sales forecast,

▪ pricing terms, 

▪ purchase commitments,

▪ collaboration agreements

▪ technology transfers

▪ guaranteed minimum payment terms, etc…. 
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IF:

(i) disclosure is required by:

• law, or

• regulation, or 

• stock exchange rules

or

(ii) the relevant information has been made available to the 

public by other means than breach of confidentiality 

undertaking.                                                                                                      

Confidentiality clauses – Typical exceptions to confidentiality
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Comparable agreements to determine FRAND

▪ GERMANY: Saint Lawrence v Vodafone, District Court Düsseldorf , 4a O 73/14, 31 March 

2016

▪ US: 

▪ Laser Dynamics, Inc. v. Quanta Comp., Inc., 694 F.3d 51, 79 (Fed. Cir. 2012).

▪ Microsoft Corp. v. Motorola, Inc., No. C10-1823JLR, 2013 WL 2111217 

▪ ActiveVideo Networks, Inc. v. Verizon Comm., Inc., 694 F.3d 1312, 1333 (Fed. Cir. 

2012).

▪ CHINA: Xi’an China IWNcomm Co., Ltd. (IWNcomm) v. Sony Mobile Communications 
(China) Co. Ltd. (Sony),  Beijing Intellectual Property Court (BIPC), 22 March 2017

▪ INDIA: Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson v. Mercury Elecs. & Another, Interim Application 

No. 3825 of 2013 and Interim Application No. 4694 of 2013 in Civil Suit (Original Side) No. 

442 of 2013, 1–4, High Ct. of Delhi (12 November 2014)

▪ UK: Unwired Planet v Huawei judgment ([2017] EWHC 2988 (Pat))
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What happens when third parties can access licensing 

contracts?

“publication of the commercial licensing information in issue (subject to a 
few exceptions …) … would substantially weaken the position of various 
companies mentioned in the judgment, particularly as licensors but also as 
licensees. That interference with the competitive position of the 
telecommunications market is unwarranted.”

Unwired Planet International Lt v. Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd Huawei Technologies (UK) Co. Ltd & Anor [2017] 

EWHC 3083 (Pat)., 30 November 2017
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What happens when third parties get access to licensing 

contracts?

“One well-established exception to the public’s general right of access is preventing public 
disclosure of commercially sensitive information including, but not limited to, licensing 
information. granting motion to seal where “public disclosure … would cause it harm by 
providing its licensors a commercial advantage over it in future negotiations and by giving 
its competitors, other potential licensees, information that they could use to negotiate for 
better license terms or additional license rights”); (finding that disclosure of “financial and 
other terms of licenses” could place the plaintiff “in a diminished bargaining position in 
future negotiations with potential customers and competitors, thereby causing significant 
harm to [plaintiff’s] competitive standing”).”

Document filed by Apple on 10 May 2016, TCL Communication Technology Holdings v Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson, US District Court Central District of 
California, Case No. 8:14-CV-00341 JVS-DFMx, Case No. 2:15-CV-02370 JVS-DFMx, Document 1159-1, quoting See, e.g., In re Elec. Arts, Inc., 298 Fed. 
App’x 568, 569-70 (9th Cir. 2008) (unpublished) (granting mandamus relief and sealing license agreement); AMC Tech., L.L.C. v. Cisco Sys., No. 11-CV-
03403, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 9934, at *5 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 27, 2012) (granting motion to seal patent licensing terms); TriQuint Semiconductor v. Avago Techs., 
No. 09-CV- 1531, 2011 WL 4947343, at *2-3 (D. Ariz. Oct. 18, 2011) (granting motion to seal draft patent licensing terms); Pecover v. Elec. Arts, Inc., No. C 
08-2820 CW, 2013 WL 174063, at *1 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 16, 2013) Ovonic Battery Co. v. Sanyo Elec. Co., No. 14-cv-01637, 2014 WL 2758756, at *2-3 (N.D. Cal. 
Jun. 17, 2014) 
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What happens when third parties can access licensing 

contracts?

“Licensing information, including “pricing terms, royalty rates, and guaranteed minimum 

payment terms,” is “the precise sort of information” that can cause significant injury if disclosed. 

Elec. Arts, 298 Fed. App’x at 569. (…)  investors and the media will often speculate about its 

[Apple’s] financial prospects based on tidbits of publicly available information. For example, 

Apple’s stock value declined 3.7% earlier this year amid speculation that Apple’s sales growth 

would decline based on rumors that Apple had cut demand for parts.

Document filed by Apple on 10 May 2016TCL Communication Technology Holdings v Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson, US District Court 

Central District of California, Case No. 8:14-CV-00341 JVS-DFMx, Case No. 2:15-CV-02370 JVS-DFMx, Document 1159-1
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What happens when third parties can access licensing 

contracts?

“Information that has been publicly disclosed in other litigation has been used against Apple in 

licensing negotiations and litigation to its detriment. (…) In Apple v. Samsung, the court found 

that Samsung had used Apple’s confidential licensing information in subsequent licensing 

negotiations with Nokia and in preparation for an arbitration with Ericsson, even though in 

that arbitration, discovery of Apple’s licenses had not been obtained. (Song Decl., Ex. C (Apple 

Inc. v. Samsung Elecs. Co., No. 11-CV-01846-LHK, Dkt. No. 2934, at 4-6 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 29, 

2014)).)”

Document filed by Apple on 10 May 2016TCL Communication Technology Holdings v Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson, US District Court 

Central District of California, Case No. 8:14-CV-00341 JVS-DFMx, Case No. 2:15-CV-02370 JVS-DFMx, Document 1159-1
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GERMAN APPROACH

▪ If FRAND agreements presented by SEP holder, defendant cannot be deprived of 

his right to see the evidence. Otherwiese, in breach of Art. 103 Sec. 1 of the 

German Constitutional Law

- Party’s right to be heard contains also the right to personally participate in the proceedings. 

- Exception if defendant waives its right.

▪ Court encouraged the parties to enter into a NDA reinforced by a contractual 

penalty in case confidentiality was breached:

- Confidential information used only in the context of the present litigation.

- Information available only to 4 company representatives of the Defendant (as well as any 

experts engaged by the Defendant in the ongoing litigation).

- These persons shall be themselves obliged to confidentiality by the Defendant.

- If breach, contractual penalty amounting to EUR 1 million

Court of Appeal Düsseldorf, 14 December 2016 and 17 January 2017, Case No. I-2 U 31/16
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GERMAN APPROACH

▪ Seemingly incompatible with the vast majority of confidentiality clauses 

▪ If following German approach:

▪ Eventually commercial advantage of defendant (potentially unwilling licensee) 

over competitors (willing licensees)

▪ Incentive to delay signing FRAND licences

▪ Not only information of the parties (information from and intelligence about 

3rd parties)

▪ Discourage flexibility in FRAND negotiations

▪ Makes it more difficult to agree on confidentiality clauses, thus more difficult to 

agree on FRAND contracts 
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USE OF „EXTERNAL-EYES-ONLY“-MECHAMISMS TO PROTECT COMPARABLE LICENCES 
IN LITIGATION?

Uk approach

– Criterion: the role which the documents are expected to play in the proceedings:

• Documents with limited, if any, relevance to the proceedings could be protected, if their
disclosure could be unnecessarily damaging for the party asserting confidentiality

• Documents of “greater relevance” can be protected, in certain exceptional cases, at least at an
interim stage of the proceedings

• Documents key to the case cannot be subject to “external-eyes-only”-mechanisms; violation of
party’s right to a fair hearing according to Article 6 of the European Convention on Human
Rights.

– As a rule, comparable licences will be key documents

If parties agree: YES

If parties do not agree: ONLY IN “EXCEPTIONAL CASES” 

TQ Delta LLC v Zyxel Communications and Ors., UK High Court of Justice, 13 June 2018,

Case No. HP-2017-000045, [2018] EWHC 1515 (Ch) (paras. 15 and 23 et seq.)
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USE OF „EXTERNAL-EYES-ONLY“-MECHAMISMS TO PROTECT COMPARABLE LICENCES 
IN LITIGATION?

US approach

If parties agree: possible to keep docs access limited to confidential-
attorneys’ eyes only
If parties do not agree: court decides

(1) Confidential-attorneys' eyes only

(2) Confidential,

(3) No access limitation

Typically FRAND contracts = confidential-attorneys’ eyes only
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AS A GENERAL RULE ANY DOC. or EVIDENCE AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC

JAPANESE approach

Upon parties’ request: confidential to the public but available to parties. Court 
encourages parties to sign an NDA 

If no NDA agreed: court may grant a court order. Still party gets access.

Redacted version of FRAND agreements? 

In patent infringement procedures to protect confidential information 
of alleged infringer: No equivalent to the Düsseldorfer Verfahren
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